“Discover Indiana University Bloomington” Tri-fold Brochure

This tri-fold brochure presents facts about Indiana University Bloomington for the 2018-2019 academic year.
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Discover Indiana University Bloomington
There is an IU trident logo located at the top of the page, above the header. The front of the brochure has an overview image of the IU Bloomington campus focusing on the Student Building with the words 2018-2019 Facts written in the bottom middle of the page.
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There is a large silhouette of the state of Indiana showing the locations of the IU campuses, IU centers, and IU School of Medicine pinned on the map. The location of IU Bloomington is highlighted on the map with the words Established 1820 beneath.

There are twenty-three pins on the map representing the following:
- 7 IU campus locations
- 7 IU center locations
- 9 IU School of Medicine locations

Beneath the image is the following:
- Find more facts at uirr.iu.edu
- IU President: Michael A. McRobbie
- Executive VP and Provost: Lauren K. Robel
- 107 South Indiana Avenue
- Bloomington, Indiana 47405-7000
- 812-855-4848
- www.iu.edu

On the bottom of the page is an image of the IU trident logo with the words Indiana University Bloomington Fulfilling the Promise.
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At almost two hundred years old, Indiana University Bloomington is IU’s oldest campus. With more than 200 undergraduate majors, a limitless research environment, and a campus you have to see to believe, it’s the perfect place for students to find their passions and prepare for whatever comes next.

Rankings
Beneath this header are two statistics that read:
- #89 U.S. News & World Report
- #146 Times Higher Education

In the middle of these statistics is an image of a diploma.
Athletics
Beneath this header are three statistics that read:
  • 22 Varsity teams
  • 24 NCAA titles
  • 18 Big Ten titles
In the middle of these statistics is an image of a basketball.

Student Life
Beneath this header are four statistics that read:
  • 750+ Student organizations
  • 25 Learning communities
  • 24 Residence halls and apartment complexes
  • 6 Cultural centers and institutes
In the middle of these statistics is an image of three text bubbles.

Campus
Beneath this header are two statistics that read:
  • 1,939 Acres
  • 561 Buildings
In the middle of these statistics is an image of an academic building.
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Degrees for Doers, Dreamers, and Leaders
Academic Programs
  350+
  • Undergraduate 129
  • Graduate 251

Credit Hours
  580,721

Degrees and Certificates Granted
  11,588
  • Bachelor 7,696
  • Master and specialist 2,761
  • Doctoral 715
  • Associate 3
  • Certificate 413

Alumni Around The World
  386,756
  • Alumni living in Indiana 135,815
To the right of this data is an image of a graduation cap with tassel.
The IU trident logo with the words Indiana University Bloomington is in the lower left corner.
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Degree-Seeking Demographics
  42,937 Enrolled
Undergraduates
  32,991
A bar graph illustrates the following demographic breakdown of degree-seeking undergraduate students:
- Residents  60%
- Full-Time  97%
- Female    50%
- Domestic Minority  24%

Graduates  9,946
A bar graph illustrates the following demographic breakdown of degree-seeking graduate students:
- Residents  24%
- Full-Time  62%
- Female    46%
- Domestic Minority  23%

Beneath the bar chart are four demographic points regarding degree-seeking students:
- United States   50 + DC
- Countries   139
- International   13%
- Online    18%
To the right of this data is an image of a globe.

Incoming Beginner Profile
- SAT composite   1292
- ACT composite    27
- High School GPA   3.72

Outcome Measures
- First-Year retention rate  91%
- 6-Year graduation rate   78%
- 4-Year graduation rate   69%

Finances
$1.8 Billion Operating Budget
$138 Million Funding Toward Research
To the right is a color-coded pie chart illustrating the operating budget breakdown.

Operating Budget Breakdown
- General funds   64%
- Auxiliary enterprises  21%
- Contracts and grants 8%
- Designated and other restricted  7%

Financial Aid
$600 Million + Financial Aid Awarded
$260 Million + Institutional Gift Aid And Loans
56% Bachelor’s Degree Recipients Without Debt

Degree-Seeking Undergraduate Aid
- Received financial aid 74%
- Received student loans 35%
- Received Pell Grants 18%
- Received 21st Century Scholarships 9%

Tuition and Fees
- Undergraduate In-State $10,680.48
- Undergraduate Out-of-State $35,455.14
- Graduate In-State $10,563.22
- Graduate Out-of-State $33,270.82
- Undergraduate In-State cost of attendance $24,778.48
- Undergraduate Out-of-State cost of attendance $49,553.14

Faculty And Staff 9,337
- Undergraduate student/faculty ratio 16 to 1
- Total instructional faculty 2,495
- Full-Time instructional faculty 86%
- Female instructional faculty 41%
- Minority instructional faculty 20%
- Ph.D. or terminal instructional faculty 81%
- Tenure instructional faculty 76%

Total affiliated employees *23,486
*Includes students and other temporary workers

To the right of this data is an image of an instructor and five students in a classroom.